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Abstract

Trust is viewed as a crucial factor in social commerce due to the prominent role and significant amount of peer-generated contents. The current study aims to investigate the relationship between trust in social commerce and customers’ purchase intentions by providing a mechanism to describe this relationship. Thus, a proposed model is developed based on three concepts: social presence, social commerce information seeking and familiarity with the platform. The model explains the mechanisms through which social commerce information seeking, familiarity, social presence and trust influence customers’ intentions to purchase from social commerce platforms. For the purpose of this study, a survey is designed and distributed to Facebook users. The findings demonstrate that trust in a social networking site has positive influence on purchase intentions. Moreover, trust encourages information seeking, which in turn improves purchase intentions. Furthermore, both social presence and familiarity are found to enhance trust and purchase intentions. According to the findings, several managerial and theoretical implications are highlighted. Particularly, as the first study to investigate the adoption of social commerce among Jordanian customers, this study offers valuable insights and implications for Jordanian firms’ managers and marketers who are targeting direct sales on social networking platforms.
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1 Introduction

A major difference that characterises the online and offline shopping is the low level of human and social presence [8]. This difference is noted to act as a barrier to e-commerce development. Frequently, the low presence is considered as a key limitation of e-commerce. According to [71], the absence of social and human presence in e-commerce is linked with increased risk, reduced social cues, and acts as a barrier to a conducive business environment. However, the integration of Web 2.0 technologies into e-commerce sites has greatly improved social presence. As a result, the concept of social commerce has emerged [93]. Web 2.0 technologies have significantly participated in making social interactions and social presence among customers feasible. Web 2.0 technologies facilitate the collection of significant information through various core features such as content sharing and user-generated contents [50]. The impact of such features can be demonstrated in both customers’ social interaction and business outcomes. Web 2.0 technologies considerably impact the reliability of a business transactions and its reputation. In addition, these technologies help businesses to strengthen their relationships with customers and improve the effectiveness of developing a new brand or product. In contrast, customers can effectively benefit from web 2.0 technologies. Specifically, customers’ preferences, decisions and perceptions are not only steered by information available on e-commerce websites, but are also impacted by content generated by peers on social networks.

Regarding innovations in information and communication technology, social commerce is the latest development [65]. Though social commerce has evolved just recently, its practical development is rapid [10]. The rapid growth is associated with the rapid growth and popularity of social media networks which have significantly led to the growth of social communities and facilitated peer interaction [67]. As a result, many businesses today have been presented with new opportunity for supporting their businesses using social networks in what is referred to as social commerce. Chen and Shen [17] noted that online transactions are promoted by social commerce made possible by social networking sites which allow people to share, communicated, recommend, and even provide product ratings based on their experiences.

As a result, many service providers (i.e. airlines, insurance) and retailers (e.g., Samsung) have succeeded in using social commerce effectively to improve the performance of their businesses. Nevertheless, Liang and Turban [67] argue that some organisations have been unsuccessful in their strategies regarding social commerce and there have been several issues in respect of privacy, trust and security in exchanging information. Trust is recognised as key factor preventing customers from making online purchases. Nonetheless, in social commerce, social networking sites (SNSs) provide notifications about products and customers in turn may make purchases. Therefore, trust in SNSs and the embedded content given by peers can significantly enhance customers’ intentions to purchase from online sellers. Trust in social commerce enables companies to boost purchase intentions and word-of-mouth [59]. However, Hajli et al. [41] assert that there is lack of research in the context of social commerce that investigates the role of trust in SNSs on influencing customers’ intentions to purchase from online vendors, and how the effects of trust (if there is any) can be transferred to purchase intention. Thus, this study bridges this gap by aiming to explain the relationship between trust and customers’ purchase intention from online vendors via social networking site (SNS). Moreover, this study seeks to build a mechanism that describes how trust in SNSs influence purchase intention.

A report conducted by the Arab Advisor Group [8] points out that the overall number e-commerce users in Jordan is 514,000, which constitutes 8.2% of the total population. Additionally, the report estimates the total spending on e-commerce services in Jordan (taken in 2011) at US$ 370 million. The report reveals that 24.4% of the Jordanian Internet users use e-commerce to purchase services and products and pay bills online, compared to 15.4% in 2010. The report also highlights the remarkable rise from US$ 192 million spent in 2010. Such figures show that Jordan can be viewed as an appropriate marketplace for e-commerce activities among the developing countries in the Arab and Middle East regions. Thus, several studies have investigated e-commerce adoption in Jordan [4], [44], [107]. However, empirical research on social commerce adoption, particularly the adoption of social commerce through SNS platforms, among Jordanian customers has not yet been investigated. Accordingly, this research is the first one to study behavioural intentions of Jordanian customers to adopt social commerce through a SNS platform such as Facebook. This study aims at answering the following research question: How trust in a SNS platform influence customers’ behavioural intentions to purchase from e-sellers through Facebook social commerce in Jordan?. Specifically, the main objective of study is to explore the interactions and relationships among trust in a SNS platform, social presence, information seeking, familiarity with a SNS platform and their effects on customers’ behavioural intention to purchase from e-sellers through Facebook social commerce. Facebook was selected for the purpose of this study because it is one of the most popular and well-known SNS worldwide and an appropriate platform for social commerce activities. Consequently, by answering this question, this study is expected to offer valuable insights and implications for Jordanian firms’ managers and marketers who are targeting direct sales on social networking platforms.
2 Social Commerce

Recently, social media technologies have gained a lot of popularity among global citizens. As a result, Lal [65] notes that many businesses today have a lot of opportunities and tools for enhancing their online visibility. There is not an agreed definition of social commerce as many authors provide different definitions. Lu et al. [71] refer social commerce to the use of social media platforms to deliver the various transactions and activities of e-commerce. On the other hand, Hettiarachchi et al. [49] define social commerce as an Internet-based social media that facilitates the active participation of people in selling and marketing of services and products through online communities and marketplaces. Another description of social commerce is provided by [67] as a category of e-commerce that utilizes Web 2.0 social media technologies for facilitating online interaction and contributions of online users in acquiring products and services. Buealim and Hussin [12] also referred to social commerce as a subset of e-commerce but facilitated by offline and online social environments. Another definition of social commerce was also provided by [42] who described it as a development of e-commerce that makes use of social media technologies which allows the facilitation of buyer interaction that leads to the creation of active content such as reviews and recommendations that guides other buyers in making decisions that inform their purchasing of products and/or services.

Some of the popular e-commerce websites such as Amazon and eBay have integrated their applications with social media content and applications that promote communication among buyers when they make a purchase. Liang and Turban [67] state that social commerce can be considered as a concept that mixes social and economic features and is characterised by community interactions facilitated by social technologies and commercial activities. Yadav et al. [106] also defined social commerce as a subset of e-commerce but one that makes use of social networking technologies to support e-commerce activities and transactions.

In general, shopping is taken as a social activity. Lu et al. [71] noted that social relationships impact the decision of a person to make a purchase. E-commerce differs from traditional commerce in that e-commerce sites do not have the warmth and sociability that comes with face-to-face shopping experiences associated with traditional commerce [91]. Additionally, e-commerce differs from traditional commerce as it has lower cognitive load, and is considered anonymous, impersonal, and computerised. Furthermore, Mesquita [76] has argued that e-commerce websites with main features that support only the essential transactional aspects of online shopping (such as credit card guarantees) are considered information-lean. This is particularly due to the emphasis that e-commerce sites place on one-way interaction between the system and users and on increasing efficiency [50].

The initiation and management of social interactions in the past between sellers and buyers was not only costly but also unfeasible [18]. However, the advent of social technologies brought the social aspect to online purchasing and therefore brought more social experience. Additionally, social technologies have also increased the ability of businesses to manage and initiate social interactions with buyers in a way that is not only inexpensive but very manageable. While the focus of e-business is on business objectives, it has been noted that social commerce is primarily aimed at social goals such as information sharing and networking with its secondary objective being stimulating consumer purchases [102]. With social commerce, buyer gain better understanding, knowledge, and more information that informs their online purchase decisions.

Huang and Benyoucef [50] state that the literature has suggested two main categories of social commerce. The first category is fundamentally based on e-commerce websites equipped with Web 2.0 technologies and tools to improve interaction among customers and enhance their content generation. In this category, customers are limited in terms of providing comments on other customers' reviews. Furthermore, customers are prevented from interacting further with these reviews as they cannot establish communities, send private messages or add other customers. The second category, which is the emphasis of the current study, is inherently based on a Web 2.0 platform that integrates e-commerce characteristics, such as the page of any commercial company or brand on Facebook. Such social commerce platforms (e.g., Facebook, Instagram) offer a variety of channels for customer to customer (C2C) and business to customer (B2C) connections, and allow various forms of cooperation between online vendors and customers in terms of creating contents. Online-sellers are capable to co-create or create their own pages with the assistance of customers; they can post news, promotions, upload videos and pictures on their pages and interact with their customers through several methods. Customers also become more empowered by being able to react, share, rate and comment on online-vendors' products/services and communicate with other customers.

3 Trust

According to [71], trust is a complex and multidimensional term and for this reason, different scholars have defined trust differently. Ng [80] defined trust as a party’s readiness to submit to the vulnerability created by the actions of another party with the expectation that the other party will act according to the trustor regardless of this party’s capacity to monitor or exercise control over the other party. Four broad forms of trust were proposed by Mcknight et al. [75] including trusting beliefs, institution-based trust, disposition to trust, and trusting intentions. These conceptualizations were also adopted by [48]. However, these trust beliefs are further conceptualised into three categories which are integrity, ability, and benevolence. Trust was also defined by Ou et al. [81] as the buyer’s
degree of perception of the seller’s integrity, ability, and benevolence. The ability of the seller refers to the products characteristics, competence, and seller’s skills. On the other hand, integrity is the capability of the seller to follow certain buyer acceptable principles and disciplines. Benevolence also refers to the general tendency of the seller to help and support the buyer. In line with [96], this study refers to trust the trusting beliefs that one can rely upon a promise made by another and that the other, in unforeseen circumstances, will act toward oneself with goodwill and in a benign fashion (p.137).

In commercial transactions, trust plays a major role and for this reason a lot of researchers in both social commerce and e-commerce have studied it [43]. Trust forms the foundation of long-term relationships in online contexts [65] [101]. This is because, online transactions are associated with a certain level of uncertainty and risk not found in traditional commerce. Therefore, when trust is high, uncertainty is reduced significantly and thus stimulating more online transactions among buyers. Lu et al. [71] noted that trust acts decreases the social complexity associated with the lack of the governing systems for online transactions. Trust plays an effective role in controlling opportunistic behaviour that may arise due to lack of regulations in online transactions. For this reason, trust is recognised an important aspect in e-commerce as it promotes successful e-commerce and therefore social commerce.

Online shopping has been subjected to many transaction-related issues that affect customers’ decision to make an online purchase [60]. Trust is viewed as being an essential factor in both e-commerce and social commerce contexts since face-to-face transactions are the main method of communication between buyers and sellers who are geographically dispersed. The absence of face-to-face interaction might lead to distrust in online transactions, and also the scarcity of knowledge about the online sellers can increase the impact of risk in online shopping [56]. Simultaneously, buyers lack direct experience with regard to products as they cannot feel or touch them. Moreover, payment guarantees are may be absent during online transactions [9]. Furthermore, it has been reported that several issues related to online purchase, such as incorrect products being received, product quality, and no, late or wrong delivery, inhibits buyers from purchasing online [97]. Such circumstances result in high levels of risk and uncertainty [25].

An intensive investigation of the concept of trust in e-commerce has been provided by authors such as [20], [22], [55], [77]. These researchers investigated how trust influences the intentions of online buyers to make a purchase. Other previous studies such as those conducted by [13], [16], [101] identified the antecedents of trust and developed mechanisms for building trust. However, the majority of these studies focussed on how functionality (usefulness, ease of use and usability) and institutional structures (such as assurance, normality and quality) affect e-commerce and paid little attention on the social aspects [71] and exempted social presence created by website interfaces [91] [90]. The interaction between individuals and the surrounding environment forms the basis for developing trust. According to [90], the occurrence of trustworthy interactions between individuals forms the basis for development of trust and therefore social context is important. However, previous literature has largely overlooked the aspect of social context.

For a couple of years, social commerce has rapidly grown. A report conducted by [98], global social commerce market is expected to grow at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) to reach 34% by 2021. The report points out that the increased use of social media advertising is recognised as one of the key growth factors for social commerce. Additionally, the report demonstrates that the constant growth of social media users and the ability of social media to provide various product portfolios are identified as other important factors for social commerce. Despite this growth, trust remains a fundamental element for the success of e-commerce businesses and consequently many such businesses are putting extra effort to develop their trust with buyers. The absence of face-to-face interactions and the massive amount of user-generated contents in social commerce are the reason behind the high uncertainty in social commerce [27]. Despite this claim, Gefen and Straub [30] posit that reduced uncertainty through trust-building and increased tendency towards online commerce arises from an improved experience with exchange parties. The main antecedents of trust and its impacts on intentions to purchase online through social commerce platforms were explored by a study conducted by [60]. Kim and Park [60] found seven factors that are considered as important antecedents of trust in social commerce; these are communication, word-of-mouth, economic feasibility, referrals, information quality, size, and transaction safety. Additionally, trust building in e-commerce websites is also enabled by customer reviews and experiences that are shared in online communities and forums. The literature has provided a tangible illustration that the existence of trust in online contexts results in trust-related outcomes. For example, Gefen and Pavlou [32] explain that trust played an essential role in influencing the intentions of buyers when it came to buying products or services online. Additionally, Indiani et al. [52] state that trust affects the decision of buyers to transaction online while Fang et al. [26] showed that trust influences the repurchasing intentions of online buyers.

4 Research Model and Hypothesis Development

In order to achieve the aims of the current study, a proposed research model has been developed (see figure 1). The proposed model aims at explaining the relationship between trust and customers’ purchase intention from online-vendors on a SNS. Essentially, the proposed model is built on 3 main constructs: 1) information seeking which refers to information acquisition from the various information acquisition channels in a SNS, 2) social presence which refers to the sense of sociability and human warmth within a SNS and 3) familiarity which refers to the understanding of a
SNS’s procedures and features. Information exchange channels have been remarkably developed in light of the advent of SNSs. Hajli and Sims [37] point out customers in social commerce are able to seek information about products through several channels (i.e., forums, reviews, comments, ratings, recommendations, communities). However, it has been argued that familiarity with SNSs increases users’ dependency on peer-generated contents which in turn may positively influence their purchase intention [100]. Furthermore, both of social presence and information seeking could motivate customers’ purchase intentions. The research model its relationships are shown in Figure 1 below.

![Figure 1: The research model](image)

### 4.1 The Influences of Trust in a SNS on Purchase Intention

The intention to purchase refers to the intention of the customers to buy products or services from online sellers residing on SNSs. Ajzen [2] noted that behaviour can be predicted from behavioural intention. Therefore, the customer purchase behaviour in this study is predicted from the intention of the customer to make a purchase. In online transactions, the absence of face to face interactions between sellers and buyers creates a lot of social complexity and uncertainty that arises from the unpredictable and opportunistic behaviour that the seller may have [71]. Unproved feelings or general beliefs can be regarded as equal to trust. Li et al. [66] also noted that trust for the seller can be obtained when the buyer perceives that the seller has the capacity to provide the customer with the required product or even a product with better quality as arising from online purchases. Therefore, trust can be said to mediate buyer transaction behaviour which subsequently leads to the generation of buyer transaction intentions [54]. The feeling of vulnerability that the customer experiences when making online purchases is decreased by trust which allows the buyer to subjectively control the seller undesirable behaviour. As such, trust can be said to help buyers deal with online vendors by reducing the seller’s perceived risk. Hence, buyers are encouraged to engage online vendors by trust and therefore participate in trust-related behaviour such as conducting online purchases and sharing information [60].

This study proposes that trust in a specific SNS can enhance customers’ intention to make purchases. Social networking sites, as social commerce platforms, allow customers to effectively communicate with online-sellers and facilitate the value exchange among the different parties. Customers on SNSs encounter recommendations, news/pictures/news, Likes and advertisements related to online-vendors. Nevertheless, the trust in an SNS platform may guide customers’ trustworthiness of the contents and the online-sellers’ activities. Similar to the classification of trusting beliefs proposed by [74], trusting beliefs in SNSs may include: 1) benevolence, demonstrating the capability of the SNS to accomplish useful actions for users, apart from an egotistic motive of prof; 2) integrity, rooted in the ethical actions of the SNS and fulfillment of promises; 3) predictability, as in the steadiness of the SNS’s actions, allowing users to predict future exchanges; and 4), competence or ability of the SNS to perform a successful exchange or provide recovery if the failure occurs from the online-vendor side. Suh and Han [96] point out that such trusting beliefs encourage customers to rely on the user-generated contents, decrease the uncertainty with respect to exchange outcomes, and extend the relationship duration.

Notwithstanding the above argument, when customers lack trust in an SNS platform, but they trust the online-seller, they are less interested making a purchase with the online-seller through the SNS. Rather, they may select other medium to transact with them. Customers tend to assess the benevolence and credibility of the SNS platform to
decide whether they are keen to transact with an online-vendor on the platform. Credibility incorporates ability and integrity of the SNS platform in terms of delivering the anticipated outcomes, which sequentially improves intentions to purchase on the platform [56]. Thus, it has been suggested that trust in social commerce websites would significantly encourage users to buy on these websites and spread positive word-of-mouth [62]. Accordingly, this study proposes the following hypothesis:

H1: Purchase intention from online-sellers is positively increased by customers’ trust in a SNS platform.

4.2 The Influence of Trust in a SNS on Information Seeking

According to [61], information seeking is defined as a process of sense-making in which a person is forming a personal point of view (p. 361). Individuals are actively seeking meanings that fit with their pre-knowledge and make sense in accordance with their personal presumptions. Griffin et al. [36] point out that the behaviour of information seeking consists of three types: 1) monitoring: individuals act as observers and they attempt to seek signals that can be derived from events or others’ behaviour; 2) inquiring: individuals ask others for information; and 3), consulting: individuals consult written materials. Information seeking refers to customers’ attempts to obtain information about products/online-vendors from existing resources on SNSs (i.e. ratings, reviews, recommendations) to enhance purchase decisions. Acquiring information optimises customers’ knowledge about the various aspects regarding products and aids them throughout the process of purchase decision-making. Teo and Yeong [99] suggest that Information seeking is viewed as a trade-off between the costs of the search process for evaluating the alternatives and the benefits obtained from making enhanced decisions. Technology participates in reducing the search costs and enhancing the quality of decisions by utilising diverse channels of information seeking.

Several constructs characterise social commerce. These are social advertising, reviews and ratings, referrals and recommendations, social shopping, communities and forums, and social media [64]. These platforms are used by businesses to facilitate communication between customers. According to [7], the importance of social technologies emanates from the many opportunities that online vendors have in interacting with their customers. Consumers get more chances to get more knowledge through social interactions and therefore grow their trust in the seller [70]. It has been also noted that through Web 2.0 and social media technologies, social commerce allow consumers to share their views, rate products and services, make referrals, and provide recommendations. Additionally, it has been noted that through social networking sites, buyers reassure each other by sharing information and experiences and therefore increase their confidence in the buyer and thus willingness to buy [45].

Customers are widely using ratings and reviews. The act of accessing others’ reviews leads to trigger an emotional feeling that assigns a personal aspect to the decision-making process related to purchasing [39]. Furthermore, reviews provide feedback that can significantly impact brand reputation [104]. Online recommendation systems are frequently used by consumers, and this seems to have a major effect on customers’ purchasing decisions. Reviews generate a significant quantity of Information that undoubtedly influences customers’ intentions to purchase [24], [38]. According to [71], [84], online comment and rating systems provide valuable insights and accurate information about online-vendors’ reputation. Such insights and information participate in building customers’ trust in online-vendors. For instance, positive feedback can effectively help customers to develop favourable beliefs towards an online-vendor.

Recommendation review systems as one of the main forms of electronic word of mouth (e-WOM) can also efficiently increase the perception of others. Gabrielli and Santini [29] refer e-WOM to …passing of information from person to person, mediated through any electronic means (p.286). Ahmad and Laroche [1] indicate that social support is perceived by customers as informational and emotional support. E-WOM is viewed as a main source of informational and emotional support, particularly when it is incorporated with social commerce constructs (i.e. reviews, recommendations, ratings, communities and forums). For example, the themes in reviews are perceived by potential customers as helpful and informational support. Chen and Xie [15] point out that e-WOM is more important for purchasing decisions than other marketing techniques (e.g. advertisements). The significant influence of e-WOM is well-established due to its numerous features such solicitation, informed behaviour, valence, timing and intervention before and after purchasing. Therefore, e-WOM is regarded as more trusted and independent due to the absence of online-vendors’ intervention and influence. According to Cheng et al. [19], valence of e-WOM has great effects when it comes to the probabilities of purchasing products/services by potential customers. This means that valence of e-WOM is indirectly connected to the purchase process which costumers experience when buying a service or product. It basically calculates the accumulative percentage of both positive and negative views that are previously recorded by previous buyers. It is indicated by Chen et al. [18] that the level of customer awareness would be enhanced through the informative role which is played by the exposure to positive WOM (PWOM) or negative WOM (NWOM).

PWOM is triggered when there are social cues that deliver positive signs such as significant number of customers who have purchased or intended to purchase a product or service. In this case, costumers would normally feel confident with regards to the honesty, goodwill and ability of e-sellers to offer good products or services [71]. In this regard, it is worth mentioning that research concerned with marketing illustrates that purchasing behaviours of costumers could greatly be influenced and shaped based on observing and mentoring the actions and reviews of previous purchases conducted by other costumers [18]. As a result, this means that customers would follow and take
Previous studies suggest that seeking information about products on a platform requires customers' trust in the platform sources. Hertzm et al. [47] demonstrate that users' trust influences their information seeking behaviour in relation to virtual agents, people and documents. They state that Users' willingness to engage with a website is strongly dependent on the extent to which the site succeeds in conveying accountability and trustworthiness (p. 581). Hence, customers are encouraged to follow the involved contents when trust in an SNS is attained [103]. In contrast, lack of trust impede customers from exchanging or sharing information [104]. It has been argued that when customers have positive trust beliefs toward a platform, they are more willing to rely on the platform [74]. Trusting beliefs play an important role in allowing for other behaviours related to trust such as information exchange. Furthermore, varied levels of risk are involved in forming trust, depending on the product, which force customers to search information from various sources to investigate products and vendors. Yigitcanlar [108] states that one’s trust in another is likely to shape the extent to which people will be forthcoming about their lack of knowledge (274). Accordingly, establishing trust in a platform motivates customers to seek information about products through the different sources, such as ratings, comments, online communities and reviews, to increase their knowledge and evaluate products. The aim, therefore, is to obtain information to assess vendors’ trustworthiness through investigating others’ experiences. Subsequently, the following hypothesis is proposed:

**H2: Social commerce information seeking about products is increased by trust in a SNS platform.**

### 4.3 The Influence of Information Seeking on Purchase Intentions

Information seeking in social commerce contributes considerably to customers' increasing knowledge about products through access to a significant amount of information. Thus, according to [103], the enhanced knowledge about products helps customers to facilitate the process of decision-making and increases purchase intentions. Additionally, user-generated contents (i.e. comments, reviews) in social commerce provide customers with indicative and valuable information that support their purchase decision-making and improve sales for online sellers [111]. Multimedia texts and product reviews (allowing interaction with products before purchasing) are found to have positive influence on customers' buying behaviours and increase the intention to purchase. Nonetheless, the online purchase process is characterised as uncertain and inherently risky [27]. Accordingly, information seeking is a strategy for risk reduction, boosts purchase intentions. Accordingly, the following hypothesis is suggested:

**H3: Information seeking has positive influence on purchase intention.**

### 4.4 The Influence of Familiarity on Purchase Intention

According to [69], familiarity is defined as current and/or past use, or knowledge obtained by attending some form of instruction or through readings on the topic (p. 964). The literature examines the influence of brand or product familiarity on customers’ behaviours such as purchase intentions [82], [105], [112]. However, further investigations are required to examine the impact of familiarity with online platforms on users’ perceptions. Therefore, familiarity with an online platform refers to the extent to which a customer understands the website's procedures such as familiarity with the interactions channels with others and search engines on the platform [33]. The increased knowledge about the platform decreases the degree of uncertainty about the environment. Thus, when users are familiar with a social network platform, they are expected to have confidence in the environment.

Given the context of social commerce, a purchase intention is viewed as a technical process that requires a series of steps such as searching for products, selecting online-vendors and products, placing orders, finding reviews and comments on products and online vendors and providing information [41]. Nevertheless, the execution of such activities may vary among the different platforms as these activities became more complicated. According to [31], the complexity in online shopping results in purchase resistance and avoidance. In contrast, familiarity with the platform increases users' understanding of the shopping procedures and decreases the complexity in making decisions. Such understanding, side by side with the on-going engagement with information seeking channels (i.e. communities and forums) improves users’ expertise and skills about the diverse tools and aspects of the online platform, and in turn influence purchase intentions. For instance, familiarity with a platform’s channels such as online-vendors’ forums and reviews make users aware of rating policies, search tools, recommendations contents and the purchasing process. All these aspects can significantly influence users’ purchase intentions.

Van Der Heide and Lim [100] in their study demonstrate that familiarity with a platform motivate customers to depend on their peer-generated contents to inform online purchases. On the contrary, unfamiliar customers tend not to rely on such contents. As a consequence, the following hypothesis is suggested:

**H4: Familiarity with a SNS increases customers’ purchase intention.**
4.5 The Effect of Familiarity on Trust in a SNS

Familiarity is another way that helps individuals to subjectively decrease uncertainty and streamline their relationships with others. Familiarity is often referred to as an understanding that has usually developed based on prior experiences, learning and interactions [72]. Thus, it has been argued that there is distinct difference between familiarity and trust. Specifically, familiarity represents an understanding of the current behaviours/actions of other individuals or objects, while trust is concerned with beliefs about the future behaviours/actions of other individuals or objects; these beliefs often are based on familiarity [72].

For example, familiarity with a social commerce platform denotes users' understanding and knowledge of a platform's contents/procedures, how to search for products and their information, and how to order these products through the platform interface [34]. Familiarity in this case is perceived as explicit activity-based comprehension developed through previous learning/experience of how to interact and use the platform interface. In contrast, trust in the social commerce platform might require providing credit card information based on the favourable belief of guaranty (trust) that the information is secure and will be appropriately used (even unknown) in the future.

As a result, both trust and familiarity complement each other and act as complexity-reduction mechanisms. As such, familiarity deals with reducing uncertainty by creating a structure [72]; trust, in turn, lessens uncertainty by enabling individuals to establish comparatively reliable expectations about other people's positive future actions. Thus, although familiarity and trust are fundamentally different, both are related. Familiarity provides a framework for future prospects and also permits individuals to build tangible notions and views of what to expect based on previous experience [34]. Trust is attained when prior experience is favourable, and it is absent when the prior experience is unfavourable.

Accordingly, familiarity with an SNS platform can influence trust in the platform by offering a mechanism that enables consumers to sense favourable and unfavourable expectations about the trusted party (online-vendors). Familiarity with a platform (i.e. Facebook) equips customers with skills and expertise to explore and identify others’ experiences with online-vendors and products expressed by their comments, reviews and recommendations. Thus, familiarity could be the mechanism customers can rely on to evaluate the benevolence, ability and credibility of the SNS platform in order to decide whether they are willing to transact with online-vendors on the platform. Familiarity with the platform's procedures such as adequate knowledge about search engines on the platform and expertise in interaction and communication channels with peers contribute significantly to increasing trust in the platform and subsequently purchase intention. Hence, the following hypothesis is suggested:

H5: Familiarity increases trust in a SNS platform

4.6 The Influences of Social Presence on Purchase Intention and Trust in a SNS

The aspect of social presence emerged from the Social Presence Theory (SPT) as put forward by [94]. An explanation of the communication capacity of a medium is the main aim of SPT to convey social cues. SPT theory notes that a more effective communication is achieved when the communication medium has a certain social presence which aligns with a certain degree of interpersonal participation that is essential for performing a particular task. In his work Short et al. [94] regarded social presence as the quality of a communication medium that forms a key basis for understanding the communication between one person and another. Another definition of social presence was provided by [48] noted that it is a way of characterising the subjective experience of a user with a certain medium of communication based on the degree of emulation of the medium of face-to-face interaction. From a psychological point of view, social presence has a narrow relationship with intimacy and psychological closeness. From the psychological point of view, Gefen and Straub [31] refer social presence as the extent to which a medium of communication allowed the communicating parties to be psychologically present in the communication process. In other words, social presence is a representation of the degree to which the medium of communication makes an individual aware of the others in the communication process with the communication medium also facilitating social interaction. Another perspective of social presence is provided by Lu et al. [71] who indicated that social presence is characterised by perceived warmth, conveying a feeling of human contact, sociability, and sensitivity embodied in a medium (p.226).

According to [73], research psychology shows that human beings can be influenced and therefore can learn from the experiences and knowledge of people that they know and are aware of. Cialdini [23] noted that persuasion can be significantly effective when done by others who may be strangers. In the same way, social interactions impact the attitude, beliefs, and the behaviours of buyers when deciding on what to purchase. It has been noted that social presence has a close relationship with the richness of information [31]. With social presence, a user gains access to social knowledge, rich information, and meaningful experiences that makes them more informed and therefore allows them to make good purchasing decisions. Prior Studies [11], [58] showed that the progress of online shopping may be hindered by the absence of social presence that arises out of lack of human interaction and eventually the lack of trust. Social media platforms and social commerce therefore, consider social presence to be a key feature.

In the selection of a communication channel to address an uncertain and ambiguous task such as making online
purchases, social presence plays a key role [88]. Lu et al. [71] argues that a website with great social presence has more social cues, richer information, and considered transparent. Websites that provide high transparency promote trustworthy behaviour. Additionally, websites social presence lowers the social distance between the sellers and the buyers which makes it easier to form trustworthy relationships. Therefore, websites with significant social presence provide online sellers with trustworthiness and make buyers more trusting of the sellers.

Social presence is viewed as the key feature of social commerce and social media platforms [5]. Social presence is recognised as a positive factor in choosing communication channel when the task in hand is ambiguous and uncertain such as online shopping [88]. It has been argued that a great social presence on the part of a website delivers richer information and more social cues, and subsequently such websites are seen to be transparent [71]. High levels of transparency in online environments result in inhibiting untrustworthy behaviours. Charfi and Atif [14] state that social presence of a website decreases the perception of social distance between buyers and sellers. They also point out that the formation of trustworthy relationships becomes easier when perceived social distance is lessened. Hence, the social presence on websites will make online sellers more trustworthy and buyers more trusting.

Piller and Walcher [85] state that customers’ recommendations and reviews allow online-sellers to establish personal connections and communications with customers. A variety of interactional tools in social commerce websites increase the sense of social presence such as Like button, comments, pictures, emoticons and reviews. A study concludes that the Like button on Facebook, which represent mere virtual presence, helps customers to improve brand assessments and purchase intention [73]. Lately, Facebook has developed a new initiative by adding reaction buttons (Emojis) (i.e. haha, love, angry, wow and sad), which show the emotional indications to peer-generated contents. Furthermore, users can convey their presence and actual feeling about the contents and keep track of animated/live reactions of peers toward a product [41]. The Tweet button on Twitter and the reaction buttons on Facebook are illustrations of social commerce mechanisms that increase users’ sensitivity to relationship quality and social support [68].

The social presence of the web is referred to as the ability of a website to deliver a sense of sociability and human warmth [71] that eliminate the uncertainty involved in an online transaction [51]. Such reduction in uncertainty could significantly increase customers’ trust and purchase intentions. Additionally, Gefen and Straub [30] assert that social presence boosts purchase intentions in online platforms through increasing the aspects of ability, benevolence, integrity and predictability. Furthermore, trust in SNSs is fundamentally determined by the presence of others and their observable activities [88]. Accordingly, SNSs such as Facebook that incorporate rich text, high quality picture content and multimedia content can significantly offer the means for sensitive, sociable and personal human contact. Additionally, the innovative features and emoticons of SNSs (e.g., Facebook’s Emojis buttons, reviews, comments) participate significantly in improving the sense of warmth in interactions and consequently purchase intentions. Moreover, such emoticons and novel features of SNSs allow users to genuinely deliberate their presence and feeling about the various contents and discover others’ active/live activities toward a product, and thus results in increased trust in SNSs. Thus, the following hypotheses are suggested:

H6: Intention to purchase from online-vendors is increased by social presence.

H7: Social presence increases trust in a SNS platform

5 Research Methodology

Social commerce platforms connect customers with online-vendors. However, these platforms (i.e. Twitter, Facebook) vary based on facets such as reputation, privacy policies, interaction/information sharing channels and the quantity and quality of peer-generated contents [60]. Facebook is selected as the target platform in this study. Generally, Facebook is considered one of the most popular social network sites worldwide. Furthermore, most content generation tools are provided for Facebook users. Thus, only Facebook users were selected for the purpose of this study. Participants were recruited from among undergraduate students at a private university in Jordan. According to [109], 86% of Facebook users are 18-29 years old. Additionally, 82% of Facebook users have some college experience and 79% are graduated college students. Such figures support the selection of students as one of the most prevalent respondent sample for this study. An offline-survey method (self-administrated/paper-based survey) was employed to collect data. Only students who actively use Facebook are asked to participate in the survey. Thus, at the beginning of the survey, a screening question was asked to participants in order to discourage participants who were not Facebook users. Accordingly, a total of 550 questionnaires were sent out; 243 questionnaires were returned giving a response rate of 44.1%. Of the 243 returned questionnaires, six cases with missing data were omitted. Therefore, responses from 237 participants were used to carry out the data analysis to empirically examine the research hypotheses. All participants were from the business school. Further, 57% of the participants were males and 43% were females. Additionally, most of participants (87%) were in the age category of 18-22 years old.

Most of the measurement items used to measure the proposed model were adopted from the existing literature on e-commerce and social commerce adoption (see Table 1). All items were measured by a five-point Likert scale ranging
from 1= strongly agree to 5= strongly disagree. Additionally, the original items were marginally adjusted to fit the case of social commerce through Facebook.

Given that the original items of the survey instrument were in English, several procedures were followed to ensure a valid translation process. Therefore, two professional translators were recruited (English-Arabic). First, the English version of the survey instrument was forwarded to translator A, who had been asked to translate it into Arabic. Then the resultant Arabic version was sent to translator B, who was instructed to translate the Arabic version back into English. Consequently, the two English versions were discussed to create the first Arabic version of the survey. The content and readability of the initial draft of the questionnaire was checked and evaluated by four faculty members (two marketing and two electronic business and commerce) who are familiar with social media and e-commerce/social commerce research. Furthermore, independent judges who had no previous knowledge of the research aims also checked the survey. Considering the minor amendments provided by judges’ and faculty members’ evaluation and feedback, the survey was proven to have content validity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trust (TRU)</td>
<td>TRU1: Promises made by Facebook are likely to be reliable</td>
<td>[33], [40], [43]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TRU2: I do not doubt the honesty of Facebook</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TRU3: Based on my experience with Facebook, I know it is honest</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TRU4: Based on my experience with Facebook, I know they care about users</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Familiarity (FAM)</td>
<td>FAM1: I am familiar with searching for materials in Facebook</td>
<td>[34], [43]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FAM2: I am familiar with buying materials in Facebook</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FAM3: I am familiar with inquiring about material ratings in Facebook</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Commerce Information Seeking (SCI)</td>
<td>SCI1: I use online forums and communities for acquiring information about a product</td>
<td>[37], [43]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SCI2: I usually use people ratings and reviews about products on the internet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SCI3: I usually use people’s recommendations to buy a product on the internet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SCI4: I trust my friends on online forums and communities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Presence (SOP)</td>
<td>SOP1: There is a sense of human contact in Facebook</td>
<td>[30], [43], [71], [81]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SOP2: There is a sense of sociability in Facebook</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SOP3: There is a sense of human warmth in Facebook</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SOP4: There is a sense of human sensitivity in Facebook</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purchase Intention (PINT)</td>
<td>PINT1: I am very likely to provide the online vendor with the information it needs to better serve my needs through Facebook</td>
<td>[33], [43], [75]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PINT2: I am happy to use my credit card to purchase from an online vendor through Facebook</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 6 Data Analysis

Structural equation modelling (SEM) was utilised to analyse data. Specifically, partial least square SEM (PLS-SEM) was selected for this research for various reasons. In particular, PLS-SEM stresses exploration and prediction, is capable of handling multifaceted models, and concurrently lessens the demands and requirements with regard to data and the specification of relationships [87]. Additionally, PLS-SEM is appropriate when it comes to explaining complex relationships or models, and is also better in terms of serving exploratory and predictive goals [86]. Moreover, Gefen [34] indicate that PLS-SEM is appropriate for testing new models and theories as it can be utilised for both exploratory and confirmatory studies. Hence, given that this study is exploratory in nature, and also because it is designed to test a proposed model, it was believed that PLS-SEM was the most suitable method. Following the recommendation of Henseler et al. [46], a sequential two-steps analysis was adopted to test the proposed paths of the study model, including: 1) the measurement model stage and 2) the structural model stage.
6.1 Measurement Model

In this stage, both reliability and validity are assessed. To ensure that the dataset is valid and reliable, it is essential to examine: 1) the reliability of individual items and constructs; and 2), discriminant and convergent validity. The individual reliability of each item is weighted by the squared standardised loading of each item. Hair et al. [35] point out that the squared loading coefficient of each individual item that relates to a theoretical construct should be $\geq 0.5$.

As Table 2 shows, all items have squared standardised loading $\geq 0.5$, and in turn it can be concluded that individual reliability was acquired for all items. Reliability of each construct was examined by evaluating the coefficients of both Cronbach’s $\alpha$ and composite reliability. All constructs have adequate internal consistency, as all constructs acquired Cronbach’s $\alpha$ and composite reliability $> 0.7$ (see Table 2) [63]. Convergent validity was examined by assessing the average variance extracted (AVE) coefficient [35]. As can be demonstrated in Table 2, all constructs have AVE value $\geq 0.5$, indicating that each construct explains as a minimum 50% of the variance of its related theoretical items.

To claim that the constructs of the research model demonstrate adequate discriminant validity, it was fundamental that the shared variance between each construct and its items must be higher than the shared variance between the construct and the other constructs [35]. Thus, discriminant validity was evaluated by the criterion of Fornell and Larcker [28]. The criterion suggests that the squared root of AVE value for a construct must be higher than any correlation between the construct and other constructs. As can be demonstrated in Table 3, the squared root of AVE for each construct is significantly higher than correlations with all other constructs. Hence, discriminant validity is presented in this study.

### Table 2: Measurement model assessment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Item Loading</th>
<th>Square Item's Loading ($R^2$)</th>
<th>$\alpha^a$</th>
<th>CR$^b$</th>
<th>AVE$^c$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trust (TRU)</td>
<td>TRU1</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TRU2</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TRU3</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TRU4</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Familiarity (FAM)</td>
<td>FAM1</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FAM2</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FAM3</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Commerce Seeking (SCI)</td>
<td>SCI1</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SCI2</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SCI3</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SCI4</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Presence (SOP)</td>
<td>SOP1</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SOP2</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SOP3</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SOP4</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purchase Intention (PINT)</td>
<td>PINT1</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PINT2</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To: Cronbach’s $\alpha$, b: composite reliability, c: average variance extracted

### Table 3: Discriminant validity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>AVE</th>
<th>$\sqrt{AVE}$</th>
<th>TRU</th>
<th>FAM</th>
<th>SCI</th>
<th>SOP</th>
<th>PINT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TRU</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>TRU</td>
<td>FAM</td>
<td>SCI</td>
<td>SOP</td>
<td>PINT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAM</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td></td>
<td>FAM</td>
<td>SCI</td>
<td>SOP</td>
<td>PINT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCI</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>SCI</td>
<td>SCI</td>
<td>SCI</td>
<td>SCI</td>
<td>SCI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOP</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>SOP</td>
<td>SOP</td>
<td>SOP</td>
<td>SOP</td>
<td>SOP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PINT</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td></td>
<td>PINT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PINT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.2 Structural Model

Once the reliability and validity of the dataset were established, the next stage was to examine the hypothesised paths. In this stage, both of the explanatory power ($R^2$) and bath coefficients ($\beta$) of the proposed paths were identified. As Figure 2 illustrates, $R^2$ for PINT is $0.377$, which demonstrates that social presence (SOP), trust (TRU), information seeking (SCI) and familiarity (FAM) and explain 37.7% of the variance in purchase intention (PINT). Furthermore, both FAM and SOP explain $16.8\%$ of the variance in trust (TRU) ($R^2 = 0.168$). Finally, TRU explains $14.9\%$ of the variance in SCI ($R^2 = 0.149$). Regarding the path analysis, TRU ($\beta=0.262$), FAM ($\beta=0.168$), SOP ($\beta=0.298$) and SCI ($\beta=0.162$) were found to act as facilitators of PINT, as all have positive significant effects on PINT.
Additionally, both FAM ($\beta=0.356$) and SOP ($\beta=0.134$) act as important antecedents of TRU, as both have positive significant effects on TRU. TRU was found to be a vital predictor of SCI, as it has positive significant effect ($\beta=0.386$) on SCI.

Figure 2: Structural model results

* P value $>0.05$, ** P value $>0.01$, *** P value $>0.001$

6.3 Mediation

A Sobel [95] test was performed to conclude whether mediators significantly convey the effects of independent variables to dependent variables. As indicated in Table 4, the results of Sobel test show that all indirect effects are significant. Beside its direct effect, TRU is found to have significant indirect effect on PINT through SCI. The test indicates that SCI carries the influence of TRU to PINT. This signifies the curtail role of TRU in increasing PINT. Such finding suggests that the increase in TRU will enhance the perceptions of SCI and subsequently will positively influence PINT. Furthermore, both FAM and SOP have indirect significant effects on PINT through TRU. This demonstrates that the increase in FAM and SOP will boost the perception of TRU, and in turn enhances PINT.

Table 4: Mediation test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mediator</th>
<th>Path</th>
<th>T-statistic</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SCI</td>
<td>TRU$\rightarrow$SCI$\rightarrow$PINT</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRU</td>
<td>FAM$\rightarrow$TRU$\rightarrow$PINT</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRU</td>
<td>SOP$\rightarrow$TRU$\rightarrow$PINT</td>
<td>4.18</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7 Discussion

The current study was conducted to investigate the role of trust in a SNS platform in influencing customers’ behavioural intentions to purchase from e-sellers through Facebook social commerce in Jordan. Specifically, this study proposed a framework to explain the relationship between trust in a SNS platform and customers’ purchase intention. The framework consisted of three additional constructs: social presence, social commerce information seeking and familiarity with the platform. Facebook, as one of the most popular SNS, was chosen to empirically test the research model. Similar to [41], [73], trust in a SNS platform has a positive influence on both purchase intention and social commerce information seeking. This finding demonstrates that the more customers have trust in an SNS, the more likely they will have positive intention to purchase. According to [92], trust plays a fundamental role in steering customers’ behavioural intention and actual behaviour. Particularly, trust is deemed to be more important when risk and uncertainty perceptions are high, as in the context of online-shopping. Social trust has also received considerable attention as it has been viewed as an essential element to evaluating systems’ reliability [38]. Social trust reduces transaction costs and decreases the propensity to monitor and observe other parties’ activities. In an uncertain environment where individuals interact anonymously such as in online transactions, high degrees of social trust can effectively smoothen the process of exchange between them. Social technologies offered by SNS platforms (i.e. customers’ reviews, comments, recommendations and ratings) enable customers to establish social activities, which in turn result in increased social trust among connected customers and in decreasing their risk and
overcoming uncertainty [45]. Do-Hyung et al. [24] suggest that information acquired from customers’ reviews is considered to be more trustworthy than information provided by online-vendors. Consequently, when customers believe that a SNS platform is a reliable source of social trust, their trust in the platform will be increased and, in turn, they will develop a favourable intention to purchase. Moreover, the findings indicate that trust in a SNS platform is an essential requirement to encourage customers to seek information and follow contents generated by the various communication channels of the platform. Once trust in the SNS and its content trustworthiness are established, customers are motivated to navigate through and use the available sources to enrich their knowledge to effectively assess products and services. Furthermore, trust in SNS platforms facilitates the process of investigating the trustworthiness of online-vendors through the exploration of previous experiences of other customers.

In agreement with [56], [83] the impact of social commerce information seeking has been found positive on consumers’ purchase intention. Online social influence is an essential aspect of social commerce. By communicating about online-vendors, products and services, information seekers (or opinion seekers) are motivated to reinforce or to generate relationships with a group, and thus they are becoming indirectly more open to normative influences. Previous research has found that social information seeking influences brands and sales choice. Additionally, it has been found that customers who tend to consult online product recommendations are more likely to purchase recommended products than those who do not consult recommendations [89]. Ishida et al. [53] point out that online consumers intend to give and seek information similar to the ways they do in offline contexts, which influences the sales of many services and products.

Social commerce information seeking helps customers to fulfill their needs to enhance products, services and online-vendors choice and to lessening risk perception. In doing so, customers, through social commerce information seeking mechanisms (i.e. reviews, recommendations, comments, ratings), acquire holistic understanding about online-vendors and products which in turn improve their purchase decision making. Thus, customers who intend to use online social shops and to share their opinions and recommendations are more likely to seek information via SNSSs [110]. Accordingly, social commerce information seeking is related to holding favourable attitudes and intent to social commerce purchasing. Information seeking participation significantly increases customers' seniority and familiarity in terms of active and frequent use of a SNS platform. Customers are actively seeking information about products and online-vendors. Such processes require customers to navigate through various communication channels (i.e. recommendations, reviews, comments, search engines) on a SNS platform, which in turn enhance knowledge and expertise about the functionality and different features of the platform.

Contrary to [78] and consistent with [21], [41], social presence has positively affected customers’ purchase intention. Furthermore, in agreement with [30], [40], social presence has considerably influenced trust in a SNS. The findings suggest that the stronger the social presence of a SNS, the stronger customers’ purchase intention and trust in the SNS platform will be. It has been noted that when online consumers shopping, they struggle to assess the validity of information provided by an online-seller. Nonetheless, online consumers can actively seek indirect cues from their peers who have previously purchased from the same online-seller. Such social cues allow customers to observe others’ purchase actions and reactions, which in turn reduce uncertainty by providing rich and transparent information that influence customers’ purchase intention. In addition, increased levels of social presence in a SNS platform include an individual to whom grievances and queries can be addressed. This posits that online-vendors on the platform are not hiding information and avoiding opportunistic and untrustworthy behaviours, and thus customers’ purchase intention will be positively influenced. On the other hand, customers’ trust in a SNS platform can be attained when the social presence of the platform (i.e. rich text, pictures and multimedia contents), social presence of online-sellers (i.e. chatting and interaction with sellers) and social presence of other consumers (i.e. comments, reviews, ratings, recommendations) are present.

Similar to [34], [40] the influence of familiarity has been found positive on customers’ trust in a SNS platform. Additionally, consistent with [41], familiarity has acted a facilitator of customers’ purchase intention. Such findings highlight the important influence of familiarity in social commerce context. The more customers are familiar with a SNS platform, the more they trust the platform and the more they have positive purchase intention. An increased degree of familiarity with a SNS decreases ambiguity in online shopping as it helps customers to acquire better understanding of the online environment. Increased familiarity with a SNS facilitates searching information (i.e. comments, rating, forums) related to products, services and online-vendors and the platform’s procedures. As a result, it equips customers with sufficient information and knowledge about others’ experiences with regards to purchases, and subsequently can positively influence customers’ purchase intentions. Additionally, such knowledge and expertise created by familiarity allows customers to build trust in a SNS. Customers who are familiar with a SNS are able to find the desired information required for their purchases, and as a consequence they can sense the trustworthiness of the SNS as a source of significant information. Familiarity, as an important element of sensing trust in a SNS, contributes to equipping customers with the experience and skills to discover and navigate others’ experiences with online-vendors and products, reflected by their comments, reviews and recommendations that are fundamental for purchase intention. Thus, increased familiarity leads to developing customers’ ability to retain certainty and trust in a SNS; or in contrast, a lack of familiarity results in decreasing the acquisition of essential purchase information, and consequently a lack of trust in a SNS.
8 Implications and Future Work

The findings presented in the previous section offer numerous managerial and research implications for social commerce and firms’ managers. From a managerial perspective, trust is recognised as an important issue in social commerce environments. It significantly has an important role to play in boosting purchase intentions. Furthermore, increased trust in SNS platforms results in greater customer engagement in the process of purchasing. Thus, both SNSs and social commerce designers should enhance customers’ trust by improving the characteristics and features of the platforms. This includes enhanced information quality, reputation, transaction safety and communications. The findings also demonstrate that the act of seeking information in a social commerce platform has positive consequences on customers’ purchase intentions. Customers use various information channels on social commerce platforms to obtain the information required to guide their purchase decisions. As a result, if online-vendors want to increase purchase intentions within their forums and communities, they should offer easy access to information channels, search engines, information exchange process and improve trust in provided contents. Customers’ engagement in forums, recommendations, communities, ratings and reviews should ease information seeking and communications with peers. Accordingly, SNS firms should bear in mind that enhancing the integration of resources among online-vendors and peers can be achieved by improving the process of information seeking. Therefore, as suggested by [41], connecting search engines with SNSs can assist the search process. Nevertheless, Van Der Heide and Lim [100] point out that familiarity with a SNS platform enables customers to rely on the platform’s embedded contents to inform purchase decisions.

The findings indicate that social presence effectively improves customers’ purchase intention and trust in social commerce platforms. Thus, online-vendors, SNS and social commerce firms should invest in building and sustaining effective IT artefacts that address and support the various dimensions of social presence (social presence of web, seller and peers). For instance, incorporating visual elements (avatars and Facebook GIF buttons and animated reactions) to forums, pages and communities can effectively increase social presence. In addition, familiarity plays an essential role in enhancing both customers’ purchase intentions and trust in social commerce platforms. The more customers are familiar with a SNS platform, the more they are able to acquire the information to assess their purchase decisions. As a consequence, this finding confirms the need for SNS firms to make the process as usable as possible since such tactics will also attract less familiar customers. Therefore, SNS and social commerce firms should educate customers by offering various learning means, including online-chatting, educational taps, specialised online customer support, video demonstrations and clear guidelines. Online-vendors should make sure that their sites are intuitive and easy to use. They should also actively provide their pages with graphical instructions, FAQs, speech-bubbles and supportive tips about the page’s new features.

In terms of research implications, most previous e-commerce and social commerce research has focused on the effect of information exchange, social presence and familiarity on trust and its behavioural consequences. Previous research posits that web experience and familiarity are the main antecedents of trusting beliefs [31], [33]. However, the conceptual model of this study suggests that this process is not always the case in social commerce platforms. The research model investigates the impact of familiarity and social presence on both trust and purchase intentions. Additionally, it conceptualises trust as the key determinant of information seeking, which directly influences purchase intentions and mediates the influence of trust on purchase intentions through familiarity.

The current study has been subjected to several limitations and therefore calls for future research. Facebook was the context of this study as one of the most popular SNS platform. Such limitation calls for future research to validate the research model with other SNSs (i.e. Instagram, Twitter). Furthermore, this study is based on cross-sectional data to examine the conceptual model. Experimental and longitudinal studies are required to investigate the effect of trust on purchase intentions. The current study adopted a quantitative data collection method. Studies with a mixed methods approach are required to reveal more potential factors and moderators that may influence purchase intention [3].

9 Conclusion

This study shed light onto a novel social commerce adoption model and aimed to understand its determinants and consequences. The aim of this study was to identify the role of trust in a SNS platform in influencing customers’ behavioural intention to purchase from e-sellers through Facebook social commerce in Jordan. Specifically, the research model investigated how the interaction between trust in a SNS platform, familiarity with the platform, social commerce information seeking and social presence affect and shape customers’ intentions to purchase from e-sellers through Facebook social commerce. Based on the empirical results, familiarity, social presence, trust and social commerce information seeking have direct positive influences on social purchase intentions. Additionally, both familiarity and social presence were found to strengthen trust, and thus both have indirect positive impacts on purchase intentions through trust. Furthermore, social commerce information seeking was found to improve customers’ familiarity with a social commerce platform, and subsequently it has indirect positive influence on purchase intentions through familiarity. Besides its crucial direct influence on purchase intentions, trust was found to be a significant motivator that encourages customers to seek social commerce information, thus it also has indirect positive influence on purchase intentions through social commerce information seeking. Finally, the rich findings...
obtained from this study contribute to the related literature and offer actionable insights with valuable implications for SNSs designers, firms and social commerce managers.
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